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First Nations Acknowledgement

• CFUW acknowledges that we are 
indebted to First Nations, Metis and 
Inuit Peoples past, present and 
future, and pays respect to them as 
we gather across Canada and 
recognize and respect their cultural 
heritage, beliefs and relationships to 
the land, air and sea. 
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Club Presidents and other Executive Members
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IV. GETTING THINGS DONE 



I. THE FUNDAMENTALS: 

A. CFUW Purposes
B. Structure and Member Rights and Obligations
C.  Legislation and Foundation Documents



All members of an organization 
should be aware of some basic 
information about its structure, 
purposes, relevant legislation and 
foundational documents and 
about their rights and obligations 
as members.

THE FUNDAMENTALS



Resources
President’s Handbook updated 2021, 
Also titled “The CFUW President’s Guide to 
Sanity” 
Descriptor: LEADERSHIP, HANDLING CONFLICT, RUNNING 
EFFECTIVE MEETINGS, STAYING SANE, EVENT PLANNING & 
OTHER USEFUL TIPS
50 pages.  Focussed on meetings including group dynamics 
and leadership styles. Also specifics of fundraising and event 
planning. Appendix contains basic parliamentary procedure 
information. Available on the CFUW National website.



A. CFUW Vision

Women and girls are 
educated and empowered 

to make transformative 
change in the world



CFUW Mission

Promote and enable 
women’s fellowship, 

continuous learning and 
empowerment to achieve 

educational and economic 
equality and social justice.



CFUW Purposes
1. Promote high standards of public education in Canada, 
advanced study and research by women, and a sound concept 
of lifelong learning. 

2. Advocate for the advancement of the status of women, 
human rights and the common good locally, nationally and 
internationally. 

3. Promote cooperation, networking, support and 
understanding among women. 

4. Encourage and enable women to apply their knowledge and 
skills in leadership and decision-making in all aspects of the 
political, social, cultural, educational and scientific fields.

- from the CFUW Articles and By-laws, Revised June 2020



I. THE FUNDAMENTALS: 

B. Structure and Member Rights and Obligations



B. CFUW STRUCTURE

• CFUW is a federated 
organization: that is - an 
organization made up of other 
organizations, called clubs

• Each club is an independent 
organization that chooses to be 
part of CFUW 



Terminology - What is a 
“member”?

Oxford English Dictionary: A member is “a 
person belonging to a society”

Merriam Webster Dictionary: Membership is 
“the state of belonging to or being a part of a 
group or an organization : the state of being 
a member: all the people or things that 
belong to or are part of an organization or a 
group.”



Member Rights and Obligations

Members generally have certain rights in an 
organization, one of which may be to vote. But 
there are other member rights such as the right to 
run for office, to speak during debate, to receive 
certain benefits, etc. 

Being a member isn’t just about having rights. 
Members also have obligations - most commonly 
the obligation to pay dues and the obligation to 
support the purposes of the organization.



CFUW National
• The national level of CFUW is composed of the 

member clubs which elect a Board of Directors 
(Board members are individuals who are 
members of clubs) to administer the affairs of the 
National organization. 

• Individual members of CFUW Clubs can run for 
office. They must be nominated by their club. 
They may also serve on committees

• Individual club members also have the right to 
speak at general meetings of CFUW.



Clubs
• Clubs may be local or virtual

• Member clubs receive a charter 
from CFUW when they join and 
must surrender it when (if) they 
leave

• Clubs are the voting members of 
CFUW National



Clubs (cont’d)

• Individual members pay dues to their club 
and have a vote in club decisions

• Out of the dues individual members pay, 
Clubs pay part to the national organization

• Clubs that support Graduate Women 
International contribute part of the dues 
that come from each individual to GWI

• This is paid by CFUW to GWI and enables 
CFUW National to be a voting member of 
GWI



Are you following me so far?



Regions
• CFUW has established regions all over 

Canada and created the position of 
Regional Director  (RD) for each. 

• Regions are not voting members of 
CFUW

• Regions usually do not have a formal 
structure



Provinces – CFUW Councils
• Some provinces or groups of provinces have 

Councils as allowed by the CFUW bylaws 
• Such councils are not voting members of CFUW 
• However, in most cases the Vice President for the 

province or group of provinces is the president of 
her council and a member of the CFUW Board –
thus giving the council some say in Board 
decisions. 

• Individual members of clubs have member rights 
in councils as they do in CFUW. 



International
• CFUW is a voting member of Graduate 

Women International along with 
National Federations and Associations, 
or NFAs, from over 50 other countries.

• CFUW individual members can run for 
office or serve on committees, (with 
CFUW approval), speak at general 
meetings of GWI, attend events,etc.



I. THE FUNDAMENTALS: 

C. Legislation and Foundation Documents



C. Legislation and Foundational   
Documents

• All organizations in Canada are governed by both 
provincial and federal laws. The federal legislation 
is called the Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations 
Act.

• Clubs and councils may incorporate under 
provincial legislation.  

• Club foundation documents include their Club 
Charters and their own Constitution and By-laws 
(C & B). Clubs are also subject to the Articles and 
By-laws of CFUW National. 



Legislation and foundational Documents (cont’d)

• Provincial and multi provincial councils
are subject to provincial legislation if 
registered in a province and to their own C 
& B as approved by their member clubs. 

• National is subject to federal legislation, 
and the CFUW C & B; appendices; 
schedules, and administrative procedures. 

• As a voting member of GWI, CFUW is also 
subject to GWI Constitution and By-laws. 



Poll #1 

NOTE: Poll results from May 27 and 29, 2021 have been aggregated 
and can be found at the end of the slides.



By-laws, By-laws, By-laws

Yes! Every level of CFUW has by-laws. 
You can’t possibly be familiar with them 
all but make sure you have copies and 
consult when needed. 

Club and organization operations will 
run more smoothly if the by-laws are 
used as the authority and guide.



Know Your By-laws!
• All club members are entitled to have a 

copy of the club C & B. By-laws govern 
how a club operates and should be 
reviewed and updated periodically. 

• Be sure to refer to them throughout the 
year to make sure you are abiding by 
them.

• It is also useful to have an Club Executive 
or Administrative Procedures Manual



II. INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIVE MEMBERS
A. Becoming a Member of the Executive 

B. Responsibilities of Executive Members

C.The Individual Executive Member



A. Board of Directors/Executive

What is a Board of 
Directors/Executive? 

A Board of Directors 
is the leadership 
group of an 
organization

Traditional boards 
have a set 
structure but many 
variations are 
possible.



Joining an 
Executive

elected 
appointed
relational 
jumped or 
pushed? volunteered



Poll #2 - What’s 
in it for you? Why did you decide 

to become or are 
considering 
becoming a member 
of your CFUW Club 
Executive? 
NOTE: Poll results from May 27 and 29, 
2021 have been aggregated and can be 
found at the end of the slides.



Your Experience and Knowledge

Some people come to an executive with a 
lot of experience, others with none or very 
little. Everyone has to start somewhere. 

Even those who have experience often 
have gaps in their knowledge. In general 
CFUW Club Executive Members/Directors 
need:



1) an overall understanding of your club 
Constitution and By-laws - know where to find 
information when you need it. This document 
is your safety net when things go wrong and 
your guide always.

2) a working knowledge of parliamentary 
procedure - more important for presidents or 
chairs of committees but others should know 
too.

• Note: if you need a primer or review of the basics of parliamentary 
procedure you can find one in the CFUW President’s Guide to Sanity.



Director’s Experience and knowledge cont’d

3) an understanding of the club’s relationship to 
CFUW and the events, procedures and 
regulations that will affect the running of the 
club throughout the year.

4) a general understanding of CFUW’s 
relationship to GWI and other organizations.



Benefits of becoming a director 
• Learn something new – especially learning to 

lead
• Work locally for local, national and 

international women’s causes – making a 
difference

• Friendship - with a dedicated circle of 
educated, inspiring women

• Develop an understanding of how a national 
and/or international organization works

• Use your skills or develop new ones
• Make a positive contribution



II. INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

B. Responsibilities of Executive Members



B. Role and Responsibilities of Executive 
Members
General:

 Know and understand your organization’s 
mission, purposes, goals, policies, priorities, 
programs, services, strengths and needs. Be 
“familiar” with the Constitution and Bylaws.

 Understand your legal obligations as a 
member of a board of the executive and of 
the executive as a legal entity.



 Serve in leadership positions or undertake 
special assignments within your abilities 
willingly when asked.

 Avoid prejudiced judgments on the basis of 
information received from individuals and 
urge those with grievances to follow 
established policies and procedures for 
dealing with such matters. 

 Always bring matters of potential significance 
or controversy to the attention of the elected 
leader. 



 Bring an open mind and a sense of humour to 
the board table. Don’t take yourself too 
seriously. Don’t take your organization too 
seriously either. Organizations come and go.

 Follow developments and trends in the 
organization’s field of interest.

 Assist in recruiting suitable new members to 
the executive.



At Meetings
• Prepare for and participate regularly in executive 

and/or committee meetings.

• Ask timely and substantive questions at meetings.

• Support board decisions within the limits of 
personal conscience and conviction. Adhere to 
the principles of democracy. A BOARD MEMBER 
WHO FEELS SHE CANNOT SUPPORT AN 
IMPORTANT BOARD DECISION SHOULD RESIGN.



• Maintain confidentiality of the 
executive’s in camera sessions.

• Speak for the organization only when 
authorized to do so.

• Suggest agenda items for the executive 
as appropriate.



Dealing with Conflict
Conflict in groups is inevitable but can be 
minimized if members:

• Serve the organization as a whole rather than 
any special interest group or constituency.

• Maintain independence, objectivity, a sense of 
fairness and personal integrity.

• Respect the opinions of others, no matter how 
different from your own.



• Note that differences of opinion are normal and 
can lead to better decisions – but discussion 
needs to be respectful.

• Avoid even the appearance of a conflict of 
interest that might be damaging to the executive 
or the organization and disclose these in a timely 
fashion.

• Never accept or offer favours or gifts from or to 
anyone who does business with the organization.



II. INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

C. The Individual Executive Member



C. THE INDIVIDUAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER

1. Board, executive or committee membership 
generally involves at least a two hour meeting per 
month. 

i. In addition, members should expect to spend a 
couple of hours doing background reading, other 
preparation or attending to other related matters. 

ii. Table Officers (usually the President, Secretary and 
Treasurer) can expect a greater time commitment. 
Do not take on a role for which you really don’t 
have time.



2.   Limit your involvement in areas that are not 
your primary concern, especially when others 
are doing a good job in handling these.

3.   If taking a leadership role, learn the effective 
skills needed to run meetings and organize the 
work of others.

4.   Delegate when possible.



5.    Focus on the task at hand and don’t be distracted 
by other  matters. 

6.    Plan - if you don’t have a road map you’ll never get 
anywhere

7.    If you feel what you are doing is worthwhile, look 
for support and assistance from family, friends and 
others.

8.    Whenever and wherever possible, be brief.



Dealing with Meetings

Before the meeting: 
 Contact the Chair regarding items wanted on 

the Agenda.
 Bring data to back up your Agenda item.
 Submit reports in a timely fashion.
 Reread the minutes of the previous meeting.
 Arrive on time.



During the Meeting
 Participate actively.
 Assume responsibility for the process of the 

meeting.
 Ask for clarification if necessary.
 Encourage silent members.
 Listen actively.
 Avoid disruptive communications and side 

conversations, jokes, sarcasm.
 Keep notes on your follow-up activities.



After the Meeting:

 Carry out tasks and commitments.
 Protect confidentiality.
 If there are difficulties, bring them up at 

the next meeting or raise with the chair 
or president as soon as possible.



III. GOVERNANCE AND BOARD STRUCTURES

A. Governance and the Duties of a Board/Executive

B. Fiduciary  and Legal Responsibility

C. Executive Roles and Responsibilities



A. Governance
• Governance is how 

society or groups within 
it, organize to make 
decisions

• Governance determines 
who has power, who 
makes decisions, how 
other players make their 
voice heard and how 
account is rendered.

• Governance has 
three main 
components: 

• Authority 
• Decision-making 
• Accountability and

Transparency
Source: 

Institute on Governance www. 
https://iog.ca/



Good Governance
• Good governance is about what structures 

and processes are in place to ensure 
sound decision making

• It is also about how those charged with 
making the decisions exercise their 
authority 

• It is about ends, but also about means



Certain fundamentals that should always 
be present:
• Democratic principles
• Transparency
• Accountability 
• Responsible leadership (preferably 

elected)
• Sound financial management.



Governance Models

• There are many 
governance 
models and most 
organizations are 
not purely one or 
the other but a 
hybrid. 

• Organizations 
need to choose 
the model that 
seems most 
appropriate and 
modify as 
needed. 



Three Basic Duties of a Board

1. The duty of diligence: the duty to act in the 
best interests of the organization and its 
members.

2. The duty of loyalty: the duty to place the 
interests of the organization first above personal 
interest.

3. The duty of obedience: the duty to act within 
the scope of the governing policies of the 
organization.



TEN BASIC FUNCTIONS OF BOARDS

 Planning
 Policy* Development – to fulfill the 

mission and goals of the club
 General Administration – the executive 

and/or staff if any
 Personnel Management - for clubs this is 

usually volunteer management
 Financial Management

(*Internal not external policy)



 Resource Development - also known mainly 
as fundraising 

 Public and Community Relations - External 
Communications

 Assessment and monitoring of programs and 
services

 Acting as a Court of Appeal – only very rarely 
an issue for clubs 

 Self-evaluation – this should be done every 
term



III. GOVERNANCE AND BOARD STRUCTURES

B. Fiduciary  and Legal Responsibility



B. Financial Management and 
Fiduciary Responsibility

“Community groups accomplish many important tasks in 
society by organizing and directing resources to produce 
desired results. One of their main duties is to ensure that 
the financial resources they receive for their programs are 
used as well as possible. This means that funds are 
disbursed according to a clear plan based on the goals and 
objectives of the organization. To be sure that this in fact is 
happening, bookkeeping, cash control and accounting 
systems must be in place and operating.”

Financial Management for Community Groups, page 5
An excellent article on liability is found in Charity Village: 
https://charityvillage.com/volunteer_board_members_have_legal_li
abilities/



As a result it is important that each board 
or executive member:
• Reads and understands the organization’s financial 

statements and does not hesitate to ask questions 
about significant financial matters. 

• Exercises prudence with the board in the control and 
transfer of funds.

• Board members can also be seen as “trustees” – that 
is they are entrusted with funds from donors, 
members, endowments and/or government and 
their duty is to see that the funds are used for their 
intended purposes and properly accounted for. 



• At the end of the day how resources are 
used and accounted for is the essence of 
how the mission and goals are achieved. 

• Note: resources are usually financial but 
volunteer efforts are also a considerable 
resource in most Non-profit 
organizations. Good volunteer 
management is also essential.



“Once elected, a board of directors assumes 
responsibility for the affairs of the organization and 
owes a duty of trust to participants and volunteers, to 
each other as board members, to the organization’s 
staff, to members of the organization, and to anyone 
who may be affected by the acts of the board. 
Directors also have a duty to comply with the law 
under a variety of statutes.
Directors must use skill and care in managing the 
organization, be honest, and work in the organization’s 
best interests. Failure to comply with these duties can 
make the organization or the board liable for damages, 
and can sometimes result in the personal liability of 
individual directors.”

- Volunteers and the Law, page 45.



Liability of Directors
Summarized from: Canada Revenue Agency  IC89-2R3

• Corporate directors who are in office 
when the corporation fails to deduct, 
withhold, collect, remit, or pay the 
amounts in salary, wages, benefits etc. or 
GST or HST may be personally liable, 
together with the corporation, to pay 
part or all of these amounts….



Due diligence:
• Directors should make sure that the corporation is 

properly withholding deductions. Also, a corporation 
and its directors must act responsibly. Directors must 
make every reasonable effort to ensure that source 
deductions, …. (GST/HST, etc as noted above)……. are 
withheld, collected, remitted, and paid.

• Directors are not liable if they exercise due 
diligence, that is, the care that a reasonably prudent 
person would take in similar circumstances to make 
sure that the corporation deducts, withholds, 
collects, remits, or pays the amounts due.



III. GOVERNANCE AND EXECUTIVE/BOARD STRUCTURES

C. Executive Roles and Responsibilities



Poll #3 Terminology
What do you call the group of members who lead 
your club?

Executive

Board of Directors

Steering Committee

Planning Committee/Group

Leadership Team/Group

Other

Choose one. If “other” explain briefly in the Chat.
NOTE: Poll results from May 27 and 29, 2021 have been aggregated 
and can be found at the end of the slides.



C. Executive Roles and Responsibilities
Titles:
 President/Chair
 Vice President
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Other offices
 Committees and Committee Chairs

(Note: These are sometimes defined in the Bylaws)



These are the standard and widely used titles of 
organization leaders. They have standard tasks and 
some tasks that are specific to CFUW. But what is 
most important is that the Executive or Board 
accomplishes what it needs to do. 

Eg. President could also be called chair, co-
ordinator, planning group or task force leader, etc.

The role of Treasurer is one that does not lend 
itself well to change or sharing although assistant 
treasurers are a good addition as are treasurers for 
specific events or projects. 



ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

• It is very useful to have a manual that 
describes the duties and tasks of the 
various executive positions of the club. 
Review it annually and update as needed.



President or Chair of the Executive

• The President is the designated leader of 
the organization. Coordinates the efforts 
of the organization but does not “run” 
the organization. 

• Signs all official documents.
• Presides at board, executive and general 

meetings with some exceptions. 



• Ensures that the executive meets and 
conducts its business as needed and in 
accordance with the Bylaws and 
accepted parliamentary procedure.

• Acts as the spokesperson for the 
organization unless this function is 
delegated to other board members.



Vice-President or Vice Chair

• The Vice president fulfills the duties of the 
President when the former is unavailable 
or when asked.

• May have special designated duties such 
as chairing a certain committee or 
representing the club at certain meetings 
or events.



Secretary or Communications 
Chair

• Responsible for all official documents 
of the organization

• Prepares the agenda if required

• Records and distributes the minutes, 
deals with correspondence 

• May keep a list of action items to 
follow up



Guidelines for taking minutes
1. Minutes should be taken by the Secretary
2. All motions should be presented in writing for the

Secretary. If not, much time can be wasted.
3. *Remember that minutes are about what was

done, not what was said.
4. Minutes should be reviewed by the president and/or
a committee prior to distribution.

5. Minutes are usually distributed by email to all
members or posted in the Members Only section of
the club website well ahead of the meeting.



Treasurer or Finance Chair

• Collects, receives and accounts for all 
money

• Is one of two or more signing officers for 
banking and other purposes

• Maintains financial records

• Provides financial reports to executive and 
members

• Prepares the annual budget



Alternate ways to run the club

 By a Leadership Committee

 By 2 or even 3 co-chairs/presidents who share the president’s role

 By having a different person or team of people responsible for each 
meeting

 By executive members sharing the president’s duties on a rotating 
basis when there is no president

 By using templates and formats for meetings, etc. shared as 
documents through email or document sharing programs so that 
members access them when it is their turn to organize and chair a 
meeting

 By rotating chairs for meetings – the President or Committee Chair 
does not have to chair every meeting.



IV GETTING THINGS DONE - MEETINGS

A. MEETING STRUCTURE

B. PLANNING AND RUNNING A MEETING

C. SEVENTEEN STEPS TO A BETTER MEETING



Meetings are where decisions 
get made and action is put 

into motion

A. Meetings and meeting 
structure



Board/Executive meetings vs 
General meetings

Board/Executive Meeting
• Agenda is developed with 

board member input
• Approve agenda and minutes
• Discuss agenda items in 

sequence
• Some informality is good (but 

not too much)
• Use motions to clarify 

decisions
• Designate items needing 

general membership approval
• Confirm action items

General Meeting
• Agenda will normally develop 

out of the board meeting
• Approve agenda and minutes
• Present Board and committee 

reports
• Present motions that need 

membership approval
• Provide ample time for 

member discussions
• Answer all questions
• Finish with announcements 

and reminders



Quorum
The number of members in good standing 
who must be present at a meeting in order 
that business can be validly transacted.
This is usually set in the by-laws and can be 
a % or minimum number.
The Quorum might be different for executive 
meetings, general meetings and committee 
meetings.

Note: If not in the by-laws the quorum by default is a 
majority of members.



Committees
• A committee is a group of people appointed for a 

specific function, typically consisting of members 
of a larger group.

• Committees operate much like boards but are 
often more informal and are more focused on a 
specific task. 

• The primary function of a committee is to 
contribute to the efficient operation of an 
organization. In most cases, a committee is 
concerned with the communication of information 
and with assisting the leadership in the decision-
making process by providing needed 
recommendations.



IV GETTING THINGS DONE - MEETINGS

B. PLANNING AND RUNNING A MEETING



B. Planning and Running a Meeting



Outline for a CFUW General Meeting 
1. Welcome, introductions and land acknowledgements
2. Hand the meeting over to the Program Chair
3. After the program is over resume the Chair and calls 

the business meeting to order
4. Approval of the agenda
5. Approval of the minutes
6. Deal with correspondence if any
7. Call for reports
8. Present or call for motions, if any 
9. Ask if there is any further business
10.Make announcements
11.Adjourn the meeting

Program Chair should arrange for someone to introduce and to thank the Guest Speaker.



Running a Business Meeting
• Agenda: The agenda is your plan for the meeting

and should be designed to move in a logical
manner from one topic to the next and ensure
that the objectives of the meeting are realized.

• The Minutes: Minutes are the record of the
meeting and must be recorded for every meeting.

• Minutes of the previous meeting should be
approved at each meeting.

• Reports: Should be brief and factual.



• Motions should be used for financial 
matters or other substantive decisions

• Keep the discussions on track by 
discouraging digressions and repetition 
and by parking not related issues for 
consideration at a later date.

• Timing - Stick to meeting and item time 
limits.

• Adjourn promptly.



IV GETTING THINGS DONE - MEETINGS

C. EIGHTEEN STEPS TO A BETTER MEETING



C. EIGHTEEN STEPS TO A BETTER  
MEETING

Before the meeting:
1.Plan the meeting carefully: who, what, 

when, how many, where, why
2.Prepare and send out Agenda in advance
3.Come early and set up the Meeting 

Room or ensure it has been set up as 
needed.



At the beginning of the Meeting
4. Start on time
5. Get participants to introduce themselves if 
needed – especially if there are new members 
or special guests
6. Define expectations for the meeting
7. Review, revise and order the Agenda as 
needed
8. Set clear item and time limits
9. Review action from previous meeting



During the Meeting

10. Focus on one item at a time until the 
agenda is completed. From time to time it 
may make sense to change the order of 
items on the agenda to put related matters 
together. Park tangential matters for 
consideration later in the meeting or at a 
future meeting



At the end of the Meeting
11. Establish follow-up action: who, when, what
12. Review group memory - make sure everyone 
agrees on the nature of the decisions made
13. Evaluate the meeting at least briefly. “Did we 
accomplish our meeting goals?”
14. Set or remind members of the date and place 
for the next meeting and develop a preliminary 
Agenda if possible
15. Close the meeting crisply and positively
16. Clean up and re-arrange the room - if needed 



After the Meeting

17. Prepare the minutes and any notes and 
distribute - Secretary
18. Follow up on action items and begin to 
plan for the next meeting - those named in 
the minutes for these tasks.
If you follow this guide your meetings will 
be a breeze!



Questions????

• Evaluation
• We will send you an 

evaluation form as 
follow-up. 

• We are looking for 
feedback on 
relevance, 
effectiveness etc.
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Thank-you and Happy Meetings!





Resources for CFUW Club Leadership 101 Workshop May 2021 
Prepared by Barb MacLellan 

 
Videos 
1. Propel Non-profits - US - Minneapolis - Board Roles and Responsibilities: https://www.propelnonprofits.org/resources/board-roles-video/ 
2. Ambrose Business Solutions - Australia - 10 Reasons Boards Fail. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsSIoGaF-8A 
 
Overviews 
Board Governance Resource Guide 2014 
http://www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Board-Governance-Manual-June-2014.pdf 
Chartered Professional Accountants Canada: 
20 Questions Directors of Not-For-Profit Organizations Should Ask About Board Recruitment, Development and Assessment   2010 
 
Guide to Good Governance: Not for Profit and Charitable Organizations - Governance Centre of Excellence. 2nd edition 2013. Ontario Hospital 
Association. 
 
Charity Village  
This website has many excellent resources on a wide variety of subjects for Boards and Executives:  https://charityvillage.com/about-us/  
Many of these can be downloaded. 
 
CFUW Resources – These are found in the Members Only section of the website. 
President’s Handbook: “The CFUW President’s Guide to Sanity” – revised May : https://cfuwadmin.org/tools-and-resources/executive-
members-manuals/ 
CFUW Directory: https://cfuwadmin.org/tools-and-resources/cfuw-club-directory/ 


